TGSI
TGS.NOPEC GEOPHYSICAT COMPANY ASA

MINUTES FROM EXTRAORDINARY GENERAT MEETING

An extraordinary general meeting of

TGS-NOPEC Geophysical Company ASA, reg. no 976 695 372 (the
"Company" or "TGS"), was held on 21 June 2019 at the offices of Schjødt law firm at Ruseløkkveien 16, NO0201, Oslo, Norway at 5:00 pm (Oslo time).

The following matters were on the agenda

1

Opening and registration of attending shareholders
Viggo Bang-Hansen of law firm Schjødt opened the general meeting on behalf of the Board. 45 783
114 shares, representing 44.60%o of the share capital, were present.

2

Appointment of meeting chair and a person to co-sign the minutes
Viggo Bang-Hansen of law firm Schjødt was elected to chair the meeting. Christian Dahl Aaser was
elected to co-sign the minutes.

3

Approval of the not¡ce and the agenda
The general meeting made the following resolution: "The notice ond the agenda are opproved."

4

Merger with Spectrum ASA

ln line with the Board's proposal, the general meeting made the following resolution:

(i)

The merger plan with appendices dated 20 Moy 2079 regarding merger of Spectrum ASA as

the transferor company and

TGS AS

as transferee company, and issuance of merger

considerotion by the transþree company's parent compony, i.e. by TGS-NOPEC Geophysicol
Compony ASA, is approved ond the merger shall be corried out in occordance with the
merger plan.

(¡i) As part of the merger, the share capital is inueosed with minimum NOK 3,834,957 ond
maximum NOK 4,747,420 through the issuance of minimum 75,339,828 and moximum
76,589,679 new shares, eoch with a nominalvalue of NOK 0.25. The number of issued shares

will rely on the number of options exercised in Spectrum prior to the completion of the
merger.

The capitol increose is completed dgainst consideration

in other

merged ¡nto TGS AS (the receivoble model). The value

of the deposit is set to

ossets than cosh in
connection with merger. The basis for the capitol increase is a receivable that the transferee
company, TGS AS, issues in fovor of the compony as a consequence of Spectrum ASA being
NOK

4,062,872,387, and equals the fair value of the equity based on valuation per 76 May 2079,
which TGS AS receives from Spectrum ASA in the merger. Adjusted for deferred tax / tax
odvontage, the receivable is determined to NOK 5,022,007,923. The merger receivable /foir

value of the ossets etc. being transþrred is determined on the bosis thot all options in
Spectrum ore exercised prior to completion of the merger.
The subscription price per shore will rely on the number of consideration shares issued in

the merger, ref. obove, ond be in the interval NOK 244 per shores ond NOK 265 per shares.
The boord is gronted proxy to determine the f¡nol subscription price. The subscription
amount is determined per 76 May 2079.

(iii)

The share copitol increose is subscribed by the general meetings opproving the merger plon

and falls

to the shoreholders in Spectrum

ASA upon the merger's entry into force as

described in the merger plan.

(iv) The new shores shall corry right to dividends with effect from the time the shore capitol
increase is registered with the Norwegian Register of Business Enterprises.

(v)

The shore contribution is settled by the receivoble issued by TGS AS to the company when
the Norwegian Register

of

Business Enterprises hos registered the merger's entry into force.

(vi) As o result of the share capital increase, and with effect from the registration of the
completion of the merger ond the shore capital increose, the articles of association section
5 is omended in accordance with the capital increose resolution obove.

(väl All costs pertaining to the merger sholl be borne by the company. The company's estimated
costs in connect¡on with the share capitol increose ore NOK 750,000."

5

Approval of amendment to 2019 Long-Term lncentive Plan
ln line with the Board's proposal, the general meeting made the following resolulion:. "The proposed
increase in shares availoble under the 2079 Long Term lncentive PIan is opproved".

'f**

No other items were on the agenda, and no additional proposals or issues were raised. The numbers of votes

for and agai nst each respective agenda item,

as well as any blank votes, are set out in

minutes.

Bang-Hansen

chair of the meeting

Christian Dahl
co-signatory
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Pol¡ ¡n

Absta¡n Poll not reg¡stered Represented shares
with vot¡ng r¡ghts

Agenda item 2 Appo¡ntment of meeting chair and a person to co-s¡gn the m¡nutes

O 45,7A3,L14 0
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0/o
0/o
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